
Unlock the power of seamless communication with 
TXTPAGE PRO, a cutting-edge text messaging solution 
tailored for every communication need. Whether you’re 
reaching out to clients, customers, employees, patients, 
parents, students, or members, TXTPAGE PRO is the 
ultimate platform to send short, informative messages 
effortlessly.

Experience a new level of efficiency with our advanced 
features that redefine messaging excellence:

 Out-of-Office Custom Messages
 Leave a lasting impression even when you’re away! 
 Set personalized automated responses to keep your 
 contacts engaged and informed.

 Message Scheduling with Trackable Log
 Never miss the perfect moment to connect.   
 Schedule messages in advance and track their   
 delivery status to ensure precision timing and
 maximum impact.

 Expanded Group Size
 Reach everyone that matters, all at once! Our 
 platform supports larger group sizes, making it 
 easier than ever to broadcast your messages to a 
 broader audience.

 MMS Capability
 Go beyond words with captivating multimedia
 messaging. Seamlessly share images, enriching
 your conversations and creating more memorable 
 experiences.

Unlock the potential of faster, easier, and more convenient 
text message communication with TXTPAGE PRO. Join 
today and experience unparalleled connectivity at an 
incredibly affordable price!

SMS TEXTING
FOR BUSINESS
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WHY TXTPAGE PRO?
Save contacts by name, account # or other info

Customizable Contact Tabs

Customizable Canned Messages

Drag and drop feature for tabs and canned
message organization

Easy upload of contact lists/shared contact lists

No preset contact spreadsheet format, choose fields 
to upload

Restrict access to administrator functions

Set and/or restrict group size

Translation feature

Offline message forwarding

Blackout personal information

Chat feature

Long messages to SMS devices are split into
multiple parts, no truncation

Send and receive text messages from any SMS 
capable device

* MMS- Up to 100 inbound/outbound per month

Out of office messaging forwarding

* Message scheduling with editable messages 
   prior to sending

End to end tracking

Exportable messaging log   

WHO’S USING TXTPAGE PRO?
Small and large businesses of all types

Government agencies
 
 Food Assistance
 
 Child Support Enforcement
 
 Federal and State Agenies

Resorts            Airports

Apartments          Collection Departments

Hospitals / Healthcare        Human Resources 

Starting at just $35 per month

Call us at 505-888-9999
or email: sales@ContactWireless.com 

To Get Started today!
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